Energy Strategies and Portfolio Management
PRX Energy focuses on the purchase, use and management of energy portfolios for education and other
institutional organizations in deregulated energy
markets.
Our approach empowers customers to :


Deliver substantial cost savings



Mitigate budget exposure to market volatility



Achieve financial and sustainability goals

Leverage proven tools, analytics and best practices
to develop energy strategies and execute transactions that are simple to manage and highly effective.

“PRX Energy works with Procurex
to maximize competition in the
energy markets and lower costs
to our customers through the
use of aggregations, market timing and optimal contract terms.”
Bret Grady, CEO of Procurex

Let us help you integrate your energy portfolio...
Renewables

Natural Gas

Strategic Consulting Services


Renewable Project Screening, Valuation and Negotiation

Electricity

Efficiency

Execution and Support Services


Energy Purchasing



Budget Management



Integrated Energy and Sustainability
Planning



Bill Audit and Analysis



Procurement Process Efficiency and
Best Practices



Supplier Management



Market and Regulatory Monitoring



Risk Management and Hedging
Strategies



Energy Training

PRX Energy is founded and managed by seasoned energy
professionals and has a network of top companies including
renewable energy developers and energy suppliers. With
over 23 years experience in the energy markets working
as a senior executive in the
PRX Energy focuses on the
Siemens energy management
total energy spend identifybusiness, PRX leadership has experience with every
ing opportunities to reduce
stage of the energy supply chain: supply, transmisenergy costs and convert to
sion, distribution, and consumption.
From Fortune 100 companies and large public institutions to independent colleges and local municipalities,
PRX Energy understands energy markets and
the needs of energy users and can work with you
to manage energy costs, reduce budget uncertainty
and achieve your sustainability goals.

more renewable sources.

We bring all the pieces together into one coherent
strategy that delivers
measureable success over
the long-term.

Build an energy portfolio that achieves financial and sustainability goals without compromise...
American University
American University is aggressively pursuing its sustainability
agenda and is creatively looking for opportunities to reduce
the impact of its energy usage on the environment. PRX Energy is helping AU to think through the economic impacts of
its sustainability initiatives to ensure that it can also remain
cost competitive over the long term. PRX Energy has saved
AU over $100,000 annually by providing market analysis and
supporting contract negotiations that ensure AU has tie right
plan for its entire energy portfolio including both renewable
power and deregulated purchase.

Ivy Tech Community College
Ivy Tech Community College is a state owned community
college system across the state of Indiana. ITCC is constantly looking for ways to reduce cost in the face of ever
-tightening state budgets. PRX Energy worked with ITCC
and several local independent colleges to build a natural
gas aggregation. The aggregation enhances market leverage for all participants and was able to achieve over
$400,000 in savings against tariff alternative and about a
14% reduction in supplier premiums.

Phone: 703.584.4184

Email: gshively@prxenergy.com

www.prxenergy.com

